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ABBTRACST. It has been found thai  ^ there are often anomalous variations in the 
angles of arrival of the down-coming radio ^aves from the ionosphere. A detailed study 
of the variations of intensity  of short w ale  signals in the range between i6 in and 41 m 
bands, along with the simultaneous meafurement of the angles of arrival o f  the down­
coming w aves, has therefore been made, 'ffie circumstances under which such anomalous 
variations resulting in abnormal values for  the angle of arrival may be obtained, are 
discussed. It  has been shown that when singly or doubly reflected waves are present, 
normal values of angles are obtained, which agree with the theoretically computed results. 
The anomalous variations and abnormal values of the angles have been explained to be 
due to the presence of ordinary and extraordinary rays arising from magneto-ionic 
splitting. This is borne out by the normal and fairly constant values of angle obtaiifed 
when j& e  extraordinary wave alone is present after disappearance of the ordinary wave 
component. A few exam ples of such observations have been given.
I N T R O D U C T I O N
During our observations on the variation of intensity of short wave 
signals it was found useful to measure simultaneously the angles of arrival 
of the dow’n-coining waves in order to obtain information about the exact 
region of the ionosphere which was responsible for the reflection of these 
waves. The results of such observations have been briefly stated in some 
erf the earlier publications from this laboratory (Banerjee and Mukherjec, 
1946, 1948; and Banerjee and Singh, 1948). A  detailed study of such 
observations, however, reveals that there are very often anomalous variations 
in the angles of arrival of the down-coming waves which are associated 
with abnormal values of these angles. It is the purpose of this paper to 
the various circumstances under which such anomalous results are 
obtained, and also when normal values of the angles are observed. The 
correlation < between the variations in the angles of arrival and the intensity 
of the received signals has been shown and its importance in finding out 
the conditions of the ionosphere for the suitability of the frequency which 
may be employed for transmi^ion at oblique incidence has been indicated.
t h r o r b t i c a d  c o n s i d e r a t i o n s  a n d
E X P E R I M E N T A L  a r r a n g e m e n t s
T he method adopted for the measurement of the angle of arrival of the 
down-coming waves is similar to that used earlier in this laboratoiy by
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Banerjee and Mukherjee (1948). For clarification, however, a brief summary 
of the principles of the method and the experimental arrangement is given  
below.
In this method, the mutually perpendicular electric and magnetic fields 
associated with the down-coming wave are received separately by a veiiical 
and a frame aerial (Appleton and Barnett, T925) connected to two superhet 
receivers as shown in block diagrams in figures i  and s. T akin g into
F i g . 1 F i g . 2
account the absence of ground wave at the present working range of distance, 
a simple formula connecting signal currents due to the two aerials and the 
angle of arrival can be derived as shown below.
If / be the mean total current in the detector circuit connected to any  
of the aerials, and A and K  be the constants of the aerial and the detector 
respectively, it can be shown that,
I „  =  2 A t K e E  cos <p ... (i)
a n d , I f  =  2 A f K / H  ...  (2)
where the suffixes v and / relate to the vertical and the frame aerials. 
E  and H  are the electric and magnetic vectors associated with the down­
coming wave whose front makes an angle 0 with the ground.
Let G , and G , be the resistances of the galvanometers and Si and S , 
those of the shunts across them as shown in figures 1 and 2. If we denote 
the currents in the galvanometers by ii and f,, then.
^  = 2 A J < , E c o s i
»* =  //.
Si + Gi
Sa
* Si + Gi
=  2 A f K f H . ^  =iC".d^
(3)
(4)Sa + G f Sa + Ga
where di and da are the deflections in the galvanometers produced by the 
rectified currents, and K* and K "  are the current constants of the galvaname- 
ters. Dividing eqation (3) by (4) we get,
K 'K" A^2 2 A , K „ E c o s P Si 2 A f K f H  Si + G, Sa + Gtj Sa
dtor K "  A ,  K ,  S,(Sa-t-Ga) K '  ' A f  ' K f '  S.<S, + G,) • I f - ' ” * (S)
Now, since J S sH  in proper units, and all other terms within the brackets are 
constant so long: as the shunts are the same, we have,
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d.
‘ fC cos 0 (6)
It may. however, be noted that the abov'e deductions have been made on 
the assumption of linear characterfctics of the two detecting circuits as 
used in the present receiving setsJ In actual measurements, however, fC is 
made equal to unity by adjusting th^ shunts so that the overall sensitivities 
of the two receiving systems may be|equal.
In the present investigations ^wo similar superheterodyne receivers 
without automatic volume control ii systems were used as the detectors. 
Suspended coil mirror galvanometi|rs were connected in the second detector 
stages of the two receivers and the deflections were measured by lamp and 
scale arrangements. For making adjustments for the sensitivity , as 
mentioned above, a valve oscillatck was placed at the same height as the 
two receivers at a sufficient distance away from them. The output of the 
oscillator was fed to a vertical aerial of suitable height. The direct pick-up 
of the signal, particularly by the frame aerial, was thus considerably 
minimised. The values of the shunts were then adjusted till the deflections 
in the two scales were equal after allowing for the deflections due to the 
noise levels in the sets. As the ground wave alone is present in the above 
experiment, the angle of arrival of the waves at the receivers is zero and 
thus cos 0 = 1 . Now, wheu d, is made equal to da. the value of K  in equation
(6) becomes equal to unity, and we get.
Ax =
da
cos 0 (7)
The adjustment of the shunts for the above conditions was verified by 
elevating the oscillator with its aerial system to a measured height. The 
deflection in the galvanometer with vertical aerial decreased, and the angle 
of elevation obtained from the deflections d, and da by equation (7) was 
verified by the actual angle obtained from the distance and height of the 
oscillator.
A s the sensitivities of the two receivers did not remain the same for all 
the frequency bands, the above adjustments were made for various wave 
bands used in the present investigations.
O B S E R V A T I O N S
Observations were taken at various hours of the day and night and on 
various wave lengrths in the range of z6m to bands, especially for the
tmtiftmiaainti* from Delhi. The variations of the angles of arrival and the 
corresponding variations of intensity have been divided into four different 
types deprading on the number of reflections from the ionosphere. It has
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been observed that the angle of arrival is fairly constant and the variations 
of the angle are also normal as long as there is only single reflection from 
the ionosphere. The variation of the angle of arrival increases with the 
occurrence of more than one reflection and anomalous results are obtained 
when there are two components of the wave due to magneto-ionic splitting. 
Based on the above considerations the four different types of observations 
mentioned above are under the conditions shown below.
I .  S i n g l e  r e f l e c t i o n  a t  c o n d i t i o n s  r e m o t e  f r o m  t h e  m a x i m u m  u s a b l e  
f r e q u e n c y  ( m .  u .  /.) F ig u r e  3 g iv e s  th e  o b s e r v a tio n s  fo r  tra n s m is s io n  fro m  
K a r a c h i in  m o rn in g  h o u rs  (0749 I . S . T .  on  1 3 .1 0 .5 0 .) . T h e  v a r ia t io n s  o f  in t e n ­
s ity  in  th e  v e r t ic a l a n d  fra m e  a e r ia l s y s te m s  are  m a r k e d  V  a n d  F  r e s p e c t iv e ly .  
T h e  a n g le  o f a r r iv a l o b ta in e d  w a s  a b o u t  20®.
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Tim e in m inutes —>
K arach i, 19m band ; 13. 10. 50 ; 0742 U rs, L S T
F ig . 3
Time in minotes — >
Pelht| i6m band» 14. 10. 50; 1845 0 * T*
F i g . 4
2. S i n g l e  r e f l e c t i o n  d u e  t o  e x t r a o r d i n a r y  r a y  o n l y  a t  c o n d i t i o n s  v e r y  
n e a r  t n .  «| /. Figures 4 to 7 shovy similar observations as alx>ve for transmis­
sions from Delhi. The various types of fading patterns under this condition 
have been discussed in detail in the subsequent section.
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Delhi, 31m band, 5. 9. 50; 1945 Hrs; I. S. T.
F i g . 8
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Time lu minutes —>
Delhi, 16m band, 14. 10, Hra; I* 8. Ts
F i g . 9
3. Single and double reflections due to high ionic densHiis. Tttblc 1 
gives the observations for Itansmission from Delhi on 41m tiind at 0938 
hours I. S. T. on x6.11.50. The first t . o columns show the defleftions in the 
vertical afid frame aerial systems; the third column gives their rgtio« cos f ,  
■ and the last column gives the cemupoedMaig values of the angle of arrival f . 
The curves in figure % show the va«inlimi <d isitsf eMy  hi the vertical aarial 
a^em and the variatkm of the angle of Arrival*
T able I
Time Interval : s seconds.
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di (cm.) ♦  (degrees)
12 29 0.41 5^ 5
14 21 n.67 48
14 ^7 0.51 59
16 22 0.73 43
16 24 0.67 4^^
*4 23 0.61
»3 28 0.47 62
14 24 0*58 54
9 15 o*6o 531
II 22 j o-So 60
m } .  P i’ Srivastava dind V . t ) .
4. Anomalous variations in the 'angle of arrival due to magneto-ionic 
splitting. A  typical set of. observatictqa ;of the above type are shown by the 
curves V and F  in £grure 9. The dotted„curve F  sj^qwsjyhe intensity^ variation 
in the frame and the full line curve V shows the variation in the vertical ^rial.
The' observations in all the above sets have been taken at intervals of 
5 seconds ^except in the case of those relating to figure 8 where the , interv'al 
was 10 seconds), simultaneously in the vertical and frame systems. The 
correlation between the variation of intensity and the angle of arrival has 
been discussed in the following section.
D I S C U S S I O N  O P  R l i S U L T S
The following discussions are based on the above four types pf obser­
vations.
1. When the operating frequency is far away from the ni.u.f.,' towards 
the lower side, only one reflected wave is present and the variations of signal 
intensity in both frame and vertical aerials are small and in phase, giving a 
sensibly constant value of angle that agrees with the calculated angle for 
waves from the transmitting station reflected ,from layers whose heights are 
known from ionospheric data. The intensity patterns for both vertical and 
frame aerials in figure 3 show a slow rate of variation. The value of the angle 
obtained {«o”) is consistent, and this corresponds to a height of 350 Km. 
It may be mentioned that as the layer is fairly thin in the morning the 
magneto-ionic components aie not pronounced.
2. When the ionic density is so low that the working frequency is very 
near the m.u.f. for that density, there is no possibility of double reflection. 
Hence when the ionization is falling, the condition is reached when the 
ordinary ray can no longer be reflected. After the disappearance of the 
ordinary ray, only the extraordinary rdy arrives and gives rise to single wave 
reception. Under this condition, a constant value of angle is obtained. The 
extraordinary ray, however, may also disappear subsequently, as shown in 
figures 5 and 7.
It will be seen in figure 4 that just before 1846 hrs 1S T  a hump appeared 
in both F,and F, a peak of intensity, which was more pronounced in F. This  
signifies the disappearance of the ordinary ray. Thereafter the variations of 
intensity became smooth, in phase, and a consistent' value of the angle (44®) 
w’as obtained, showing the presence of the extraordinary ray only. ’Had the 
station continued this might also have disappeared with its final peak of 
in tensity, due to focussing effect’ , as indicate4 by the rising trends erf the 
two curves. But the station was tuned off the air at 1847, hours. This later 
stage of disappearance of the extraordinary ray was noticedi in Delhi 19 m-band 
at 1746 hburs IS'l'.on 24th October, 1930, showrf'iii figure 3. Here the V  and 
“F* d e f l e a i ^ ’ were almost for 3 minutes;'  Thmr f a f r o l i a ^  an angle
of 45® during all this interval and also at the peak of intensity in both, after 
which the signal disappeared. Figure 6 shows a very slow and gradual rate of
fadiog of the exf/m>rdinary ray Delhi 41 m. signal on 26th October, 1950. 
beginning at 2000 hours 1S T . The graphs have been drawn on a contracted time 
scale, to bring out the slow rate of fading over a large period of time. A lt  
along, a value of 45“ was obtained for the angle. Actually the intensity fell 
down and continued at a low level for more than an hour.
Figure 7 is an interesting pattern of fading. In the 11101 ning time the 
disappearance may be attributed to ihe over-balaucing of the growth of ions 
by thermal expansion of the layer (^nerjee and Singh, 1949). This may be 
seen in the slow and long-drawn oU> pattern of the final hump before dis­
appearance of the extraordinary ray |nd during which period a constant angle 
of 45® was observed. |
these disappearance phenomena were observed to 
the lowe|f wavelength bands (i6 and 19 m) and 
that is, ofisignals from Delhi but not from Karachi
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It may be noted that 
occur more frequently in 
shorter distance stations, 
or Ceylon.
3. If the electronic 
rays from the transmitter
density ill the ionospheric layer is sufficiently high, 
can reach the receiver by single and double reflec­
tions both. It may be seen that many of the values of angle, given in column 
4 of Table I, centre round the value 47" ; this corresponds to single reflection. 
A  smaller number of values comes out around 6°, which corresponds to double 
reflection. The remaining values fall between these two limits. It may be 
seen that there are no abnormal values of cos ft> whose occurrjence is a marked 
feature of magneto-ionic variations of intensity as nientioned previously. In 
Pig. 8, the general coincidence of a lower intensity of signal when the angle 
corresponds to double reflection and higher intensity w'hen the angle corres­
ponds to single reflection may be noticed. Also, the observations indicate 
which reflection is predominating and what are the inodes of variation of 
intensity of singly and doubly reflected waves. Thus, it will be seen in 
figure 8 that at the beginning of the observations, second reflection was of 
higher intensity than the first but towards the end the intensity of doubly 
reflected waves was generally weak. It may be mentioned that such double 
reflections have been observed during pulse transmissions from Delhi. The 
exact nature of the contribution of the doubly reflected wave to the angle is, 
however, discussed below.
It can be shown theoretically how much the measured angle will be 
nearer to. the value corresponding to the more predominant reflection, 
tt^uming the path difference between the rays arriving by single and by  
double reflection to be constant, and that there is no appreciable vertical 
movement ol tbe layet to affect the angle of incidence. Tet the electric and 
magnetic vectors associated with the singly and doubly reflected waves be 
Ea, H , and PaH^respectively, and the angles of arrival of these waves ber 
dnd^a. A s tbe field strength at the receiver will be the v^tor suni of 
^h'ose duC to the individual waves, the total fields causing defiections in the 
Vertical and frame aerial systems are respectively, Hi cos ^i'+£a cos a^ snd
m J. Pi 'Srivastava 'and V . D . ftafari'^
4. Anomalous variations in the angle of arrival due to magneto-ionic 
splitting. A  typical set of. observaticdti  ^<of the above type are shown by the 
curves V and F  in figure 9. The dotted.,curve F  showsJ^he intensity vajialion 
in the frame and the full line curve V shows the variation in the vertical aerial.
The' observations in all the above sets have been taken at intervals of 
5 seconds ^except in the case of those relating to figure 8 where the., inlerv'al 
was 10 seconds), simultaneously in the vertical and frame systems. The  
correlation between the variation of intensity and the angle of arrival has 
been discussed in the following section.
I > I S C U S S I O N  O P  R E S U L T S
The following discussions ai’e based on the above four types pf obser­
vations.
1. When the operating frequency is far away from the m .u.f., towards 
the low'er side, only one reflected wave is present and the variations of signal 
intensity in both frame and vertical aerials are small and in phase, giving a 
sensibly constant value of angle that agrees with the calculated angle for 
waves from the transmitting station reflected .from layers whose heights are 
known from ionospheric data. The intensity patterns for both vertical and 
frame aerials in figure 3 show a slow rate of variation. The value of the angle 
obtained (3 0 °) is consistent, and this corresponds to a height of 350 Km . 
It may be mentioned that as the layer is fairly thin in the morning the 
magneto-ionic components are not pronounced.
2. When the ionic density is so low that the working frequency is very 
near the m.u.f. for that density, there is no possibility of double reflection. 
Hence when the ionization is falling, the condition is reached when the 
ordinary ray can no longer be reflected. After the disappearance of the 
ordinary ray, only the extraordinary rdy arrives and gives rise to single wave 
reception. Under this condition, a constant value of angle is obtained. The  
extraordinary ray, however, may also disappear subsequently, as shown in 
figures 5 and 7.
It will be seen in figure 4 that just before 1846 hrs 1S T  a hump appeared 
in both V.and F, a peak of intensity, which w'as more pronounced in F . This  
signifies the disappearance of the ordinary ray. Thereafter the variations of 
intensity became smooth, in phase, and a consistent' value of the angle (44®) 
W'as obtained, showing the presence of the extraordinary ray only. *Had the 
station continued this might also have disappeared with its final peak of 
intensity,due to 'focussing . effect’ , as indicated by the rising trends of the 
two curves. But the station was tuned off the air at 1847, hours. This later 
stage of disappearaiuce of the extraordinary ray was noticed! in Delhi 19 m-band 
at 1746 hohrs 1S T ,on 24th October, 1930; shownHn figure Here the V and 
'F ' deflecliSfiS"“wete almost' steady fof' s mihufes.'*' Their fhfioTedTo ah ahgle^ 
of 45® duriug all this interval and also at the peak of intensity in both, after 
which the signal disappeared. Figure 6 shows a very slow and gradual rate oi
fading of the exft^aordinary ray Delhi 41 m. signal on 26th October, 1950, 
beginning at 2000 hours 1ST . The graphs have been drawn on a contracted^time 
scale, to bring out the slow rate of fading over a large period of time.- • A ll  
along, a value of 45° was obtained for the angle. Actually the intensity fell 
down and continued at a low level for more than an hour.
Figure 7 is an interesting pattern of fading. In the morning time the 
disappearance may be attributed to ihe over-balaucing of the growth of ions 
by thermal expansion of the layer (I^uerjee and Singh, 1949). This may be 
seen in the slow and long-drawn oid pattern of the final hump before dis­
appearance of the extraordinary ray i^d during which period a constant angle 
of 45" wa!s observed.
It may be noted that 
occur more frequently in 
shorter distance stations, 
or Ceylon _
3. If the electronic 
rays from the transmitter
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I
th e se  d isa p p e a ra n ce  p h en o m en a w ere  ob served  to 
th e  lo w e |  w a v e le n g th  ban d s {16 a n d  19 tn) and 
th a t  is , o f|s ig n a ls  from  D e lh i bu t n o t fro m  K a r a c h i
density iil the ionospheric layer is sufficiently high, 
can reach the receiver by single and double reflec­
tions both. It may be seen that many of the values of angle, given in column 
4 of Table I, centre round the value 47° ; this corresponds to single reflection. 
A  smaller number of values conies out around 6°, which corresimnds to double 
reflection. The remaining values fall betw’een these two limits. It may be 
seen that ther| are no abnormal values of cos <t> whose occurilence is a marked 
feature of magneto-ionic variations of intensity as mentioned previously. In 
F ig. 8, the general coincidence of a lower intensity of signal when the angle 
corresponds to double reflection and higher intensity when the angle corres­
ponds to single reflection may be noticed. Also, the observations indicate 
which reflection is predominating and what are the modes of variation of 
intensity of singly and doubly reflected waves. Thus, it will be seen in 
figure 8 that at the beginning of the observations, second reflection was of 
higher intensity than the first but towards the end the intensity of doubly 
reflected waves was generally weak. It may be mentioned that such double 
reflections have been observed during pulse transmissions from Delhi. The 
exact nature of the contribution of the doubly reflected wave to the angle is, 
however, discussed below.
It can be shown theoretically how much the measured angle will be 
nearer to, the value corresponding to the more predominant reflection, 
Assuming the path difference between the rays arriving by single and by 
douhle reflation to be constant, and that there is no appreciable vertical 
nioyement o^  tlie layer to affect the angle of incidence. Det the electric and 
niAi^etiC vectors associated with the singly and doubly reflected waves be 
k i ,  jH»Md';Ea Ha respectively, and the angles of arrival of these waves be  
ipi dnd>a. A s '^he ifieid strength at the receiver will be the vector suni of 
\hbse due to the individual waves, the total fields causing deflections in the 
vertical and frame aerial systems are respectively, Hi cos M-iia cos and
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Hi-t-Ha. We may a&sume that the ratio between the two vectors E , /£ ,*» *  
which may vary. As all other conditions are the same, we ca» write eqttetiofi
(7) as,
•d, _  E, cos (pj + Es cos ipa_ E, (cos », + fe cos 3^) _  cos 0i fe cos 0a
r ,  H ,  +  H a  H ,  ( i  +  fc) "  i  +  fe
According to the ratio of deflections we will get an angle <Pa say, such that
.  ^ _  di ^  cos 01 + fe cos 0acos 03 =  -ji**------^ — — r----
O j I  -r fe
Thus the measured angle will depend on the value of k.
For illustration, let cos 01=0.7 and cos 03 =  0.5, corresponding to the angles 
45® aud 60® respectively. Then,
___ _ 0.7 + 0.5kc o « * .--------
For different values of k, we get different angles as shown in Table II below :
T able II
k 1
i
0 i * i I 2 5 10 eo
coa ^ 0.7 0.66 0.63 0.60 0.57 0.53 0 52 0 5
(dcijrees)
45 48-5 51 53 55 ' 58 5Q 60
A fractional value of k means that the doubly reflected wave is weaker. A  
value of 0.6 for cos 0a means that the two are of equal intensity. Thus, if either 
the first or the second is more strong, the angle will change correspondingly. 
Since in general the chances are more for the intensity of a singly reflected 
wave to be greater than that of one arriving by double reflection, the occur­
rences of angle corresponding to double reflection should be fewer than for 
single reflection aud this is found to be so.
4. Due to the effect of the earth’s magnetic field, the incident wave in 
the ionosphere is split into ordinary and extraordinary waves, and the 
difference in the reflected intensities and phases of these two rays is more 
pronounced when the ionic density is low. The variations of intensity due 
to interference between the two rays give rise to an interference pattern as 
shown in figure 9. Such a type of fading is accompanied by wider and more 
rapid fluctuations in the vertical than in the frame system of aerials. There 
also appears a large difference in phase in the variations of the two intensities 
as will be observed in the figure. Further, abnormal values of the angle of 
arrival are obtained when the intensity in the vertical aerial is too high or too 
low compared to the intensity in the frame aerial.
S U M M A R Y
Simultaneous observations have been recorded for the angles of arrival 
of the down«coming waves and the variations and abnormal values of the 
angles of arrival have often been observed which have been explained to be 
due to the presence of magneto-ionic split components of the waves in the 
ionosphete. It has been further; shown that normal values of angles of 
arrival are obtained when the wavefe mainly undergo single or double reflec­
tions from the ionized layer. Thd above conclusions have l>een varified for 
single reflection when the extraordjjnary wave alone is present.
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